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consciousness and being ever experienced. We will cover a wide range of
topics including social-values research, the world situation, and advanced
spiritual perspectives.

"Global awakening means individuals becoming aware of
and embracing their true nature and destiny as embodied
spiritual Beings. This truth goes beyond the limitations of
historical beliefs concerning self, time, space, and matter.
This realization concerns remembering who and what we
are beyond the ordinary considerations of self as well as
activating new dimensions of Being never before realized.
The vastness of this destiny is such that it can only be
known as it creates itself.”
– from the founders (1997)
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The Matrix World Order

In the “As Below”
by Alex Kochkin

“We are living a spiritually insane existence in a society run by the criminally
insane as well. … there are now new factors that the powers-that-be have not had
to contend with before (although anticipated). These include dramatic changes to
the planetary and solar system, and the process of ascension and transformation.”

Preface
This section is included, as if it asked to be here, to provide further counter-point to earnest
but misplaced optimism of many who believe that progressive, positive, and enlightened social
change is somehow possible from the milieu of humanity in its current state of existence. This
article is not to be comprehensive exposure of control structures, rather serves to remind of
the deep reach of the dominant powers-that-be. There is ample information available in books
and online for those who wish to take the time to dig for it and look for the patterns. It is good
to bear in mind where we are in 3-d as we consider the featured “coming attraction” from the
processes of Creation and concomitant God-consciousness that is flowing.
There is something that is seldom discussed seriously with regard to 3d human “reality”: One
needs to look beyond the meme-engineering, the lies and half-truths, the Orwellian “doublespeak”, the appearances of rightness and un-rightness, etc. and consider the growing
surreality. In the ordinary world, it is the absurd level of cognitive dissonance; on the inner it is
the subtle appearance of physical reality itself. Consider as if real, that you wake up one day
and truly know this has been a very bad “dream” for a very long time and that you are no
longer interested in the “dream” and that you truly know it is time to walk out of the “dream”.
The situation of humanity on earth is very tenuous. Each
“drama” that is presented should serve to remind us of the
connection between the vast creation-level processes that are
underway and what is going on in the “here below” 3-d level. It
is often too much to bear to really look deeply into the truth of
the world situation. Most of us are still living and walking
among a heavily “impaired” population and lack access to
truthful information. Consider this to be a reader’s digest of the
forthcoming state of collapse and decay that has barely
manifest.
What I have been addressing all along in GA:News is that
spiritual awakening and ascension has the capacity to free
humanity from what has become “hell on Earth” where
falsehood upon falsehood has become the warp and weft of

Bifurcations in the 3d Human
(“as below”) Realm
Cooperative
… new paradigm of being
… maintenance of the old under
illusion of change
Disengaged
… detached - contemplation
… detached - pathologies
Reactive
…seeking justice and retribution
…seeking to restore the old ways
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social reality and through the agency of the human personality, substituted as “reality” itself.
With all the beings who have participated to some extent in a human incarnation on this Earth
over the millennia, what really, truly, deeply was learned? I would suggest that relatively very
little was learned in the human realm that contributes to spiritual evolution.
The “Matrix” movies helped shape the awareness of a segment of humanity despite the
conflicting impressions and conclusions that audiences came away with. At least one
commonality was clear, there were levels of “authorities” over various levels of the Matrix
itself and that it was all one sophisticated set of false constructs. Those unaware of the nature
of “their reality” might do anything to keep from learning the truth and so would unwittingly
and unconsciously maintain their imprisonment.
The “as below” zone is a source of extreme contrasts that can serve as catalysts for many
rd
people to look beyond 3 dimensional existence and ask for support from their higher self or
God. These extremes can also catalyze many to simply bind themselves more closely to “the
system” as they try to “make things work”, fight the system, or otherwise try to “fix”
something that cannot be “fixed”. They will persist despite continual evidence that it is not
possible under the circumstances.
“3d” has all the appearances and tangible effects of “reality” and so one must still look both
ways before crossing streets while physically embodied here. Yet it is not our sole reality as
spiritual beings. For many it is not even their primary reality. It is however a playing field of
certain commonalities with implications that carryover into our soul being and beyond.
It bears paying attention to tension-building events that will catalyze rapid changes. These
changes will be what they will be, and not all will be for the best. They simply will be.
What is most important is to be so very clear as to your intentions with regard to your
existence here at this level of awareness.
Our primary concern is not on what there might be to “fix” or “reform”. Our primary concern
is to properly understand what lies behind the appearances that passes for “human life on
earth”; to derive our deeper understanding from our higher mind or higher self,
There are some who believe that humans are “defective”, or that they are born into a “state of
sin”. There others would argue that humans are basically good and have simply lost their way.
This is a false dichotomy when viewed from higher awareness. The expression of our greater
spiritual being through the vehicle of humans is not the same as the personality-self which has
been one of various focal points of control by the dark.

Wrap Up on the “As Below” Situation
This overview to the situation of humanity today is in conclusion to our previous
commentaries titled “The Fall of the Nations” and “Wealth Collapse and War”. I am making the
effort here to review the overall situation since most people tend to focus on only a few
concerns at a time and thus can easily lose track of the larger picture. Just because an all out
attack on Iran has not occurred doesn’t mean it will not be occurring soon enough. And if not
Iran, then Syria, etc. Just because the USA or global economy hasn’t crashed catastrophically
by now doesn’t mean that it is not going to happen soon enough. The powers-that-be have
their own internal problems and they still have some latitude in terms of deciding what to do
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when. They still are the dominant influence in present day 3d society and they are positioning
for World War-3.
While the end of October economic warning did not result in certain expected publicly
expressed events, there were ample “quieter” events that did occur confirming to us the
imminence of global economic collapse. Those who are more aware and watching these signs
can tend toward extreme reactions: Either everything is under the control of the powers-thatbe or that everything is not, and the whole system is falling apart out of control. Both these
perspectives fail to see the actuality of a global economic collapse and reorganization that is
being engineered and steered toward certain goals by those in a position to do so. Given some
recent “treading of water” by officialdom, the anticipated next stage of a dramatic downward
slide to economies is likely to be seen from the very end of December 2009 into March 2010,
and then a major slide from November 2010 through early 2011. By then, only those who are
addicted to the “matrix world order” will be bothered with what happens in terms of the
national or world economy or politics.
Presently there are massive debt obligations that are due to default at banking and
governmental levels around the world. Officialdom does not have the funds to cover
obligations of all banks that are expected to fail in the coming months. There simply is not the
cash available to cover a “run on banks” by panicked depositors. Hence a series of rolling bank
“brownouts” and cash withdrawal limits is likely, just like electric power in California when
Enron was busy stealing $10 billion from public power customers. New “red herrings” will be
thrown to the public to distract as many as possible. It is times like these, innocent
simplemindedness can have its benefits, but this is not to be confused with idiotic ignorance.
There are more and more hidden manipulations of hidden manipulations making it darn near
impossible to get a clear view of things in the human realm. This is further complicated due to
the flow of time and 3d structured information becoming less familiar and more strange. This
brings to mind an image of echoes of waves of “historical time” coinciding in the present, but
with increasing disorder. This also makes it harder for the powers-that-be to act with the same
level of confidence in their plans as they have in the past.
It would be a reasonable speculation that the situation at global and national control leveIs is
so fluid with so many contending and extremely nervous people all maneuvering their
respective positions, that they have put certain things “on hold” while they get themselves
secured. I liken it to a grand game of musical chairs. At least one of them at a high level will
not have a seat at the table when this round of the music stops. So many things to juggle,
contentious advisors, contending scenarios, more variables than the global controllers can
possibly control the outcome of, so they know whatever they do will result in a chaotic mess.
Thus the question is how to minimize the risk to their own positions of power and influence
while furthering their overall goals of more complete control over 6.5 billion people.
The grave seriousness of all this at a human level is better addressed facetiously as a “to-do
list” of TPTB: “When to start certain new wars and allow nuclear missiles, bombs, etc. to be used,
how to assess the speed of a global pandemic and its likely effect on plans for domination, worry
about factions within the global controller club who might renege on mutual agreements, worry
about incoming astronomic and planetary changes that you really cannot possibly control, check
out accommodations in your ocean-going, underground, or mountaintop shelters, review plans for
the roll out of martial law, etc., argue over when to do the next 9-11 event, monitor various
population reduction efforts, etc. Quite a fluid checklist and complicated scenario management.
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Then there are the daily problems of public meme engineering, maintaining control over what your
own media outlets tell the public, and keeping watch on any “loose cannons” within the ranks of
your army of minions and public “line managers”. Quite the “to-do list”.
Every week that goes by, things get a little less certain, a little more loose, and potentially less
controllable. The range of options narrow to potentially more extreme measures. Passive
management by allowing things to take their course has its limits, until certain actions need to
be taken to quickly re-arrange the dynamics. In the short term however, most people are begin
conditioned to accept incongruity and cognitive dissonance as “normal”.
I would like to summarize the disease pandemic/vaccine issues as briefly as possible. The
Spanish Flu of 1918 that contributed to the deaths of an estimated 20 to 100 million people
practically disappeared as a health concern within a few decades. Yet in recent decades this
disease was harvested from corpses and resurrected in various laboratories. The entire
program of today’s high-level global flu pandemic alert has been based upon politicaleconomic and genocidal motivations. What seems to have occurred is that a contagious
seasonal virus with a low mortality rate was linked with a low contagious virus with high
mortality potential. Additional factors such as chemicals designed to over-stimulate the
immune system, nano-sized substances to penetrate deeply into the lungs, and many other
dangerous substances have all been packed into various types of vaccines. There are now
micro-sized electronics that can be injected with a vaccine for more precise tracking. It is
interesting that the American Medical Association supports mandatory vaccinations for the
public, but not for doctors.
Billions of doses of vaccines are in the process of being administered to as many humans as
possible. Drug companies will surely make record profits, but this is not merely about greedy
capitalists. Officialdom had made early announcements that a lethal mutation is coming, but
this was not based on any sort of research into the actual virus. Thus it is either foreknowledge
that something is being deliberately released into the population known to have been
optimized for high mortality –or it is a complete lie designed to get more people frightened
into taking a vaccine that will likely be a major contributor to death or debilitation. Months of
tension building over a manufactured pandemic have passed and still no mass death. The
main effects are more likely to be noticed in the coming few months and thus it is premature
to relax one’s vigilance.
We continue to watch indicators in the social economic arena since they are “temporal
markers” for other, more significant events. When the slope of the crash becomes obvious to
the public at large, it will be fast and intense. Recently a massive gold bullion fraud was
uncovered that represents approximately US$ 700 billion. As more contracts for the delivery
of gold come due, there will likely be an increasing shortage. It is also likely that certain major
electronic gold trading will be found to be seriously “deficient” in making deliveries. This
period we are now entering is one that includes higher probabilities for major new warfare as
well as increasing earth changes. Earth changes may interfere with some of the anticipated
military escalations.
In the USA actual unemployment is roughly 20% and will continue to rise as the familiar basic
social-economy breaks down. Unemployment in the 40% range or more is anticipated. Social
stress will grow rapidly and can be expected to lead to violence. For many factors, some
closely related, major food shortages and price increases are expected to become very
noticeable early in 2010.
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Roughly 50 years ago the USA could produce nearly all manufactured goods (including
production machinery) for its resident population with surplus for export. Roughly 50 years
ago the USA could feed its population with surplus for storage and export. Roughly 50 years
ago the population of the USA had the necessary practical skills base for maintaining and
developing surplus to what was essential to maintenance and expansion of such capacities.
Today none of this the case, and is quite the opposite in fact.
Localities that attend to developing self-sufficiency for necessities
and that develop productive capacity for other goods, will
materially fare better than areas that are dependent upon
importation of essentials from outside their local trading region.
This applies at local areas, regions within large countries, and of
course entire countries.
It is interesting to note that for the century from the mid-1800’s to
early 1960’s the cost of food as a dollar denominated index was
mostly unchanged. Presently the cost of food in US dollars is
about 15 times what it was then. This will continue to increase as
Consider the obvious of stated
food and other necessities will become more scarce and more
price increases (in US$) with
costly. The USA is considered a net exporter of “agricultural
the historical fact that the US$
food”, but this is mainly soybean and corn that are used for the
simply lost purchasing power –
today the “purchasing power”
global meat industry, a significant portion of which gets imported
of the US$ in domestic goods is
to the USA. It is reasonably safe to assume that if it is really
such that what cost $1.00
important to daily life, the cost will increase, a major exception
roughly 100 years ago now
being real estate overall. Interest rates will likely increase and
costs roughly $20.00 in the USA
bank loans become even harder to obtain. This level of economic
today.
loss in the “modern” world will contribute directly to social strife
as well as to people dropping out of “the system”. There is no
This has nothing to do with the
“economic recovery” to project, only collapse of this version of
true cost of production.
human civilization and increased militarization. One estimate of
the US manufacturing base circa 20 years ago was that 80% of the USA manufacturing assets
and revenue was military.
Despite petroleum being abiotic (originating from deep geo-chemical processes, not dead
organic life) the public will be told that “peak oil” is a problem and will be used to help explain
declining output and will be used to help mitigate public discomfort over high oil prices. The
public will also be told a mixture of fictions about oil producers being greedy and a scarcity of
oil, maybe even to blame the Iranians! Oil prices in US $ will rise dramatically to the low
hundreds of dollars per barrel, regardless of originating locale. Eventually the details will not
matter.
In the midst of the insane “work,work, busy, busy” of modern “wired” society, a type of tonic
immobility is growing, that I would liken to an unconscious “shelter in place” reaction to
events so large there is nothing much one can do. For those who have been caught in the
automata of “life” under the matrix order, this can become nerve wracking to those who know
no other way to be in the world –or with themselves.
It is likely a third party will emerge in the USA with a social base of confused and ignorant
“opinions” that will promote a hybrid “libertarianism” that bridges traditional antiPage 28 of 103
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communism, “free market” capitalism, eco-green appearances, and constitutionalism. A
national third party would bridge an unusually wide cross-section of opinions and attitudes and
focus on some common enemy such as the “Federal Reserve” or “Wall Street” while
promoting constitutionalism and isolationism. Any entity that suddenly rises to national
prominence in the USA as a substantial “alternative” third party should be viewed with great
discernment by those who may consider involvement. A third party that suddenly comes into
being would be very easily manipulated by the powers-that-be. The last time there was the
th
possibility of a popular progressive third party was around the start of the 20 century. It was
based on an amalgamation of scores of small independent farmer/labor groups into the
“Progressive Party”. Their opposition to World War 1 and the involvement of the USA was
used to brand them as un-patriotic and split their already splintered social political base.
There is a growing potential for escalation of wars involving Israel, Iran, Syria, Pakistan, India,
Korea, and more in the Balkans and “Stan-republics”, depending on the direction of the
powers-that-be (TPTB). Direct military engagements in North America are possible in the
coming years as well. Most likely a fabricated (false-flag) situation leads to major new warfare
in the Middle East. Afghanistan has been embroiled in “western” imperialist military plans for
150 years. Since 1990, various US-EU military forces have been at war in the Middle East
(especially what was known as Mesopotamia) and the Balkans with the local populations. Since
2001 they have been involved in Afghanistan. Including mercenaries, there are approximately
USA-directed 250,000 outside military occupation personnel in Afghanistan engaged in
warfare against the local populations.
Human history of the last 250 years has been one of ongoing warfare throughout most of the
world with short spans of relative quiet during which new levels of war technologies and
production capacities have been built up preliminary to a new stage of warfare. It has been
easy to locate local sources of conflicts, and these have all used by global colonial-imperialist
interests to gain regional control. One can only wonder at the true “hidden hands” –human and
otherwise –that guided these conflicts to the present state of affairs that has resulted in North
America becoming an overwhelmingly warfare-based economy with a pacified and sociallyprogrammed society that helps maintains a global “death-star” base of operations in exchange
for material and psychological stimuli and stultification.
The powers-that-be have always used wars and economic collapse to quickly breakdown
population concentrations, alter social fabric, and effect a rapid political-economic
realignment, always moving toward expanding and unifying their global control. If anyone
thinks “peace” will win out under present circumstances, they need to reflect upon the
implication that less that one year ago two-thirds of US adults supported the USA official
escalation of war in the Middle East. Today, 45% specifically support the war in Afghanistan,
with 59% supporting escalation, more than half of USA adults support attacking Iran, a majority
still believe the official lies about the events of September 11, 2001, and roughly 75% believe
that global warming is a major threat. (While some may see a decline in presidential “approval”
ratings and a decline in support for the wars as a hopeful sign, there has always been a significant
portion of people who maintain support for the worst in collective human behavior in nearly all
countries. This group combines what the IOOW-2000 research termed “social-inertial ballast” with
those of the most degenerate and mind-control beliefs in war, power, patriotism, etc.)
(Note: For more on social inertial ballast, see section starting at p21 at link:
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Discernemt,%20The%20Dark,%20and%20Falsehoods%20%20Dec%202007.pdf .)
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When the warfare-based economy comes crashing down later in 2010 and with even
worsening effects into 2011, this will stimulate more “cognitive dissonance” as well as more
more social “dissidents”. For most people, they have already been quietly conditioned to
accept such dissonance as “normal”. George Orwell is perhaps most well known for
graphically describing this in his novel “1984”. This is presented in the mass media daily as
“normal”.
People in the overwhelming majority, cannot be expected to change based on intellectual
reasoning, even if they had the capacity for such reasoning. People are motivated by core
values and beliefs. Core values and beliefs require a long period of development and
conditioning and tend to be more stable than superficial opinions or attitudes that can be
quickly swayed by clever written, verbal, or graphical communications. The powers-that-be
have masterfully manipulated core values and beliefs and thus have “home turf” advantage.
People are motivated from core values and beliefs and act mostly in reaction to external
stimuli. The vast majority have not the capacity or wherewithal to determine or discern truth
from falsehood in the human realm. The dark side, at the human and the higher levels, excels
at utilizing its profound understanding of this to manipulate individuals and the populations of
this planet. Part of this process requires manipulating enough people into going along with the
control game as though it was something of their own. Nearly every value, belief, and idea is
now tweaked by hidden hands who are adept at manipulating the behavior of all strata of
human populations.
One can argue about so-called facts “until the cows come home”, but it will not change core
values or beliefs. Of course there will be those who will try, usually with the best of intentions.
For a short while, it may help some people turn away from the old and seek the new. But it
may also encourage more people to “fight the system” and in some ways create a mutually
canceling effect.
With so much of the social-economic order breaking down, it would be a terrible mistake to
think that whatever officially replaces it globally or nationally represents any type of positive
change. Likewise, it would be foolish to think that this “breaking down” process that we are
seeing now equates to the powers-that-be becoming powerless. It helps to bear in mind that
the global elite have engineered all the major wars, all the major changes to economic
systems, all the major political and religious “-isms”, as well as specific events surrounding “911”, devastating economic depressions, chemtrails, disease pandemics, and so much more.
During the last century, the powers-that-be engineered a major economic depression and the
deaths of hundreds of millions of people from international warfare that also destroyed the
infrastructure needed to maintain a large portion of the “western world”. Those same interests
purposefully helped advance many political “-ism’s” and tricked the public into a state of
ignorance over presumed differences in ideology or goals. The major fascist, democratic,
capitalist, socialist, communist, and variations on these themes were all “played” by the
powers that be. This is a high-level view. From a lower level view of political or military
leaders, there will be strong personal feelings about whatever brand of political or national “ism” they most identified with personally. After a while, these individuals develop their
respective roles as if it were all their own. Rarely is the hidden hand of the powers-that-be
revealed, and certainly not their primary and fundamental motives and objectives.
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While a global economic crisis may in the short term limit the extent of global warfare, overall
it does not. Furthermore, the more social-economic factors limit human involvement in war,
the greater will be the motivation to rely on remote warfare from the ground, air, and space.
There are those who, due to social programming, hang on to baseless expectations that
“someone” in government or business will do “something” because the global crisis affects
“everyone”. Everything is being labeled “global” as it is a way to direct attention away from
those most responsible while invoking the false “oneness” memes There are those who naively
think that the rise of various combinations of Asian-African-Russian-Latin American alignments
will lead to beneficial change. Such realignments are geo-political considerations by various
interests that hide behind various national flags. Today’s “peace treaty” may actually be the
first step toward tomorrow’s war. That is how things were during the last 100 years of
international wars run by the same interests who are running things today.
The major global political issues today are based upon “time waves” of events or thought forms
that were set in motion in the past. Those who observe these waves, look for where there may
be coinciding peaks or troughs of different waves and attempt to synchronize their own efforts
with the waves for maximum impact. At times there are people and events reinforcing these
waves, some for the dark, some for the light. But now the old patterns are losing energy and
coherency and are simply terminating. So if you notice the rise of old cold-war language and
prominent cold-war figures, pointing fingers at Marxism, communism, Chinese, Russian
threats, etc. there will be seen remnants of these waves of “invisible history”. These time
waves are also the basis for many numerological patterns.
There are no governments today that have the desire to foster beneficial change since it would
most likely diminish their power over their respective populations. With even less substance to
their words than those of 50 or 100 years ago, there are those today who naively and
disingenuously argue against the dangers of socialism or communism “taking over the world”.
All manner of political notions have found strange alliances with one another, with no one
knowing what they are talking about. How could anyone expect some new and beneficent
global alignment to possibly take place?
Such is the extent of the insanity of human society today and the extent to which large
numbers of people can be easily controlled. Meme-engineering is easy to accomplish,
expressions that represent qualitative changes such as “transformation” are being applied to
“adaptive morphings” of the dominant matrix reality. People then nod their heads when they
hear the word “transformation” used superficially; but they are not really hearing
“transformation of the fabric of reality”. The “ascent” of humankind has generally referred to
the spread of “civilization” and its expanding consumption of everything in its path. That has
been what has been equated with “progress” and the evolution of humanity –but certainly not
spiritual evolution or ascension. Yet anyone really looking at the state of consciousness will
find essentially medieval-era ego-minds dangerously tinkering around with technology,
believing it all to represent “progress”. Enough said.
The overriding paradigm that humanity lives within has no basis for qualitative change toward
ways that relate to a “greater good”. Even when the USA or other major national governments
can no longer exercise rule over the resident population, the basic paradigm will not change,
only the superficial attributes of the political state. When populations revolt against intolerable
conditions, the underlying memes remain. Very few people have any proper understanding of
much of anything in terms of history and much of simple, practical knowledge has been lost.
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As a practical matter, there will be much difficulty in producing or organizing for the material
needs of any large population without falling into reliance upon the parasitic systems of the old
ways.
Underlying the various value and belief system memes are deeper ones that are even directly
of dark origins that have maintained a separation of connection to true self and Creator for so
very long. These include belief in the primacy of the separate individual, the primacy of the
manufacture of materiality over spiritual awakening, and that humans are responsible/to
blame for creating the mess they find themselves in.
As long as humans continue on in a state of consciousness devoid of higher self/creation level
connection, the imbedded (and dominant) social control memes will continue on replicating
and adapting in ways that perpetuate separation and duality. Conflict and suffering then
continues in various forms and disguises.
The vibrational state of our reality structures has a great deal to do with the overall state of
consciousness. This state of consciousness has a great deal to do with the mistaken
assumptions about the nature of “the self” and how it became trapped and enthralled under a
much larger matrix primarily controlled by the dark.

Social and Psychological “Adaptive Controls”
Following World War 2, most of the world was rapidly remade under the supervision of
various minions of the powers-that-be. This was the making of the “modern world”. During the
period of the “Great Depression” people in the urbanized USA became accustomed to a
simpler and materially poorer lifestyle. This primed the population to become even more
“enthusiastic” about consumer goods following WW2 and promoted bank-issued debt. In
contrast, consider that those in rural areas in the Western USA were still living without central
electricity until the end of WW2 and so their lifestyle had not changed much until the rural
electrification program was underway.
“Modernization theory” was created to provide the intellectual programming needed to carry
this out. Everything was to be violently modernized and mechanized. It was called “progress”
and there was no end in sight. Parents were programmed to tell their children (especially in
the USA) to go to school, get good grades, get a good job, get a career, get ahead in life, you
get what you deserve, you get out of life what you put into it, etc. As these children grow older,
those who do find adequate jobs that offer the illusion of a “career” tend to identify with their
jobs and related “lifestyles”, even if they are unconsciously dissatisfied with them. That
represents a lot of “getting” (acquiring) of illusions!
In places heavily influenced by intergenerational warfare, the parents will tell their children
similarly, but with an additional override: revenge and retribution, sometimes oriented around
particular religion-influenced hate. In some parts of the human world, this passing of diseased
memes between genes is largely something the mothers do. Their little boys grow up with so
many hatreds, including hatred for women as it was the mothers who passed this on. The
mothers at some level hate what it is all about, so this too is passed on more subtly. And on
and on it goes.
Then there are the implications of the extent to which adults in the USA support the USA wars
in the Middle East region and the ongoing support for the death penalty and torture. Add to it
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that young people in the USA have little comprehension of civil rights such as “freedom of
expression”. Similarly, there is the large portion of the Israeli population supporting the terrible
things their officialdom is doing in their name. And on and on it goes, differing only on
location and social-economic status. The official position in the USA is that torturing people is
fine, those who do it are immune from the law, and the people they torture have no rights.
In China and similar societies, there is the “adrenaline effect” of “fast money” that has created
a social dynamic very much like that in the USA, a dynamic deliberately set-up during the postMao transition period. And so it was during the engineered transition period in Russia postBrezhnev. So it was for China and Russia to be quietly taken by the powers-that-be who
already controlled most of “modern civilization”. A sweeping view of history over recent
centuries discloses some major patterns toward rapid consolidation of power into the hands of
individuals who are for the most not known to the masses whose lives they control so
thoroughly. A sweeping view of the recent millennia indicates a dark influence operating
beyond the human realm.
Historians, sociologists, psychologists and others have deftly and stupidly crafted glossy
explanations and rewritten events to box-in the awareness of present and future generations.
For the most part these specialties have been controlled by powerful interests who made sure
that the “right” opinion makers received top
Social Science Research Circa 2000:
government and academic posts and only the “right”
Young People in the “Land of the Free”
types of text books would dominate the lower and
higher educational curricula. All carefully chosen.
A two-year research project around the
Occasionally something truthful might leak out, and at
turn of the millennium, titled “The Future
times deliberated leaked, so as to control those who
of the First Amendment,” promoted the
might have gotten the notion to “look outside the
notion that First Amendment rights
box”. This is the background behind so many notable
(freedom of speech, of the press, of religion,
“critics” of the established order. A little truth, then a
of assembly and the right to petition the
little misdirection, and a new form of control is
government for a redress of grievances)
would be universally known if they were
created. The “matrix world order” as a collective
classroom staples. “High school attitudes
entity has became so adept at this that there is no
about the First Amendment are important
possible effective opposition to the rule of those who
because each generation of citizens helps
oversee the global social order.
Only spiritual awakening and ascension has the
capacity to circumvent and transcend this control
process, despite “new age” and established religious
social controls and misdirection.

define what freedom means…” Among the
research findings:
• Nearly three-fourths of high school
students either do not know how they
feel about the First Amendment or
admit they take it for granted.
• Seventy-five percent erroneously think
flag burning is illegal.
• Half believe the government can censor
the Internet.
• More than a third think the First
Amendment goes too far in the rights
it guarantees.

Germane to the question raised earlier of “what if
nothing changes?” discussed in under the State of the
Vision summary, the USA Army has reported that
75% of young people (17-24) are ineligible for military
service for various reasons including: overweight
(27%), physical/ mental health issues (32%), fail to
pass the simple entrance exam (30%), did not
-excerpted from “A New America, An awakened
complete high school (25%), or had a police record.
future on our horizon”
Entrance exams to the military? This approximates
elementary grade school literacy. Many countries have similar situations. Taken as an indicator
of the potential for this version of humanity, the implications are rather disturbing. Basic skills
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for the continuity of material needs of civilization are scarce, the mental capacity to pay
attention to a train of thought more complex than a 15–second sound bite is seriously lacking,
and basic knowledge about the world is nearly non-existent.
Video games are used to encourage amoral militaristic
The 2000 Census shows a USA
violence as normal and online games are used to recruit
population of 275 million, of which
young people into the military.

approximately 14 million were
young men in the military age
category. Projected to 2010 this
would be approximately 16 million.
If one wants to include young
women, simply double these values.

Not just in the USA, consider that there are young people and
young adults throughout the world who are just as ignorant
and of low awareness. History of the recent century is being
deliberately deleted from schools and social programming
and deliberate lies are inserted. A simple example of early
social programming would be the sixty (60) childrens’ books
promoting Obama in the USA, all before completing his first year in office.

A recent survey of young people (18 to 29 ages) in Pakistan showed that the notion of
“democracy” was supported by one third and “Sharia Law” was supported by another third. A
strong majority “had faith in the military as an institution”. Half of Pakistan’s population is
under 20 and two-thirds are under 30.
To be blunt, this level of degeneration verges on a form of “mental retardation” coupled with
abysmal ignorance. A perpetual state of war notwithstanding, such young people will be the
ones to birth a major new generation under what will be the most socially and materially
stressed circumstances in nearly a century. This alone should give one serious pause.
While most individuals who are carried along due to brainwashing/poisoning by mass media
and the main social institutions are not fully accountable for their lives, the “artificial reality”
they are in is based upon the actions of a small class of people who could only be regarded as
insane and amoral. This class can be extended to include the chief minions of the powers-thatbe and those whose privilege is directly tied to maintaining the social order. This class is
leveraged through those people in positions of petty authority in governmental, business, labor
unions, non-profits, academic, and all other major social institutions.
While there are countless caring individuals working hard to somehow change things for the
better, their efforts in the context of the present state of human civilization have not the
capacity or potential to effect any substantive changes. There are no leaders and no
organizations or other mechanisms available in the ordinary human world for an honest and
ethical social political movement to overthrow or otherwise replace the established order and
associated memes.
Those who could have brought into being substantial resources to create a visible presence
that represented an awakened future failed to act. They preferred to limit themselves to
venues where they were in control. When encountering new energies and ideas that were
more advanced than their own, they would and could not hear of them. Overall, these
individuals most of whom are today well-known social/spiritual leaders preferred to serve their
own self-interests and compete among one another. This is part of the overall problem of
“diseases of the dark” that infected most of humanity. At some point there were many “fine
lines” that were crossed and eventually people who began with good intentions lost what
spiritual will and clarity they might have had.
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Movies and books are made to feed the narrow interest in secret and mystical societies, but
these do not educate with truth, only with more half-truth stories that misdirect and
misinform. Entire websites purport truthful “exposures” by “whistleblowers”, but most are
masks for falsehoods perpetrated by charlatans masquerading as “authorities”. As more social
anger builds, these false revelations will fuel popular resentments and social conflicts as well as
contribute to a greater sense of “lost-ness” and confusion. Most people today, including most
who consider themselves to be “learned”, have little idea of anything that is going on, as their
heads are full of implanted notions and falsehoods that they mindlessly debate with one
another.
Some would say that this is all the fault of humans. However the ideas, the memes, the
original motivations can be traced back, not just to the hidden power of the secret elite
families, but also to higher dimension dark forces. So blaming humans for something that has
entrapped them is hardly appropriate and reflects a lack of true understanding.
For those who begin to understand enough of this situation, it is
important to go beyond finding faults, securing blame, and
seeking retribution.
I have brought up these examples in this section to underscore
the insanity of a fallen realm and why this “book of humanity”
must come to a close. A “new book” has already begun and
now calls for our attention.
From our higher self, we can see that all souls can be “made
new” and redemption and absolution can be applied to all
concerned. Yes, even those caught up with the powers-that-be.
All will find Grace and the High Compassion.

“There are those who would say
that humans are “defective”, or
that they are born into a “state of
sin”. There are others who would
argue that humans are basically
good and have simply lost their
way.
This is a false dichotomy when
viewed from higher awareness.
The expression of our greater
spiritual being (true self) through
the vehicle of humanity is not the
same “self” as that of the egopersonality that has been one of
various focal points of control by
the dark.”

To the human mind that has experienced traumatic suffering of
various forms, discharging their pain in the form or retribution
makes for a type of distorted logic. But to the spiritual mind,
there is no sense to this. The ascension and transformation
process has the capacity to dissolve all this. There is nothing to
rationalize, no psychologies to “spin”. The pain, the suffering, the impulse to discharge these
energies to another are gone. It may not be an immediate occurrence for everyone all at once,
(or maybe it will be) but however it plays out, it is inescapable.

“Matrix Revisited”, Ego-Personality, and Social Control
th

It was not until the modern period of the 20 century that new depths of ignorance would
dominate the awareness of humanity. It was such that the work of people who were thinking
“out of the box” in all areas of endeavor would be quietly suppressed by designated social
“meme controllers”. During the fifty years following WW2, there was a rise of the rationalistic,
psychological approaches to personal and social development that dismissed spiritually
transcendent consciousness and drove ordinary human awareness farther and farther away
from spirituality in favor of self-reinforcing imprisonment in a dark social order. This would
later be adapted to the “new age” tendencies that were mainly to attract and control anyone
who wanted to go even further “out of the box”. So today we have a multiplex of refined
psychological tools that are implemented through every conceivable way throughout society –
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all part of a flexible, adaptive social control system with the capacity to co-opt nearly any
potential threat to its power.
The “Matrix” movies portrayed an illusory world that was so “real” that it required special
training and abilities to penetrate beyond its illusion. But even so, the truth was concealed
behind yet more falsehoods and illusions. When we look behind all the troubles and pain and
difficulties in the matrix world (the human world as it is accepted to be), there is the hand of
the dark forces –those at the higher realms and those of the human realms.
From our higher levels of awareness, the human reality is not seen as all there is to our greater
being. It is one level of many, an important one though as it has a direct connection to
material 3d density through a unique biological interface of matter and spiritual consciousness.
From our higher perspectives, it is possible to see how it is possible for awakened humans to
put an end to the dark matrix order by helping others to connect with their own higher level of
being and to see the true nature of the 3d reality. It is possible that at some “eleventh hour”
there will be enough collective spiritual energy. This will happen not from a social advocacy
movement but rather from an inner one emanating from the higher levels and permeating the
human 3d level. This is discussed further in this issue in the section on ascension.
While some humans began to see beyond the illusory world of 3d, the place of the human
personality-self was not adequately understood as a projection into this realm of our higher
selves or soul being. Furthermore, it has not been possible for more of our higher being to
bring itself into this level of density until now due to energetic blockages and dangerous risks.
Despite this, bold efforts of a rare few opened the connection to their higher self. Some even
sought ways to descend more of their higher being into this plane of existence for the purpose
of transforming the human species into awakened, ascended beings who could eventually
learn mastery of existence at the lower densities as well as higher levels. Due to the success of
recent efforts to break up the dark influences at the higher levels and the influx of energies
from Creator, it is more possible for these connections between human 3d and our higher
levels to occur.
Too many spiritual schools have presented the ego-self as an illusion or something to suppress,
subjugate, sideline, etc. in the quest for true self, or God-realization, etc. The result has tended
to set up various levels of internal “warfare” between the personality self and the higher self.
The personality took charge of the body and developed its “substantial” (albeit short term)
existence in the 3d realm. The personality self is generally not very pleased with being told it is
only an illusion that has gotten out of control. This is addressed further in the section in this
issue on ascension.
What little benefit the various psychology practices have had in helping people comprehend
emotional problems is far overshadowed by their influence in maintaining psycho-social
conformity and in reinforcing the falseness of the human personality and its separation from
higher self and God, etc. The whole business of the psychological professions, could be
characterized as an aberration of limited human intellect, one that exists to maintain or
enforce the dominant social control agendas. Anything out of a limited range of awareness and
expression gets classified as a disorder in the “official” DSM (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual
of mental disorders). It is interesting that the “near death experience” has only recently been
considered less of a “disorder”, and possibly something of benefit to the individual.
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The various specialities included under the broad concept of psychology/psychiatry may have
started out as practical insights into emotional and later neurological problems but were
quickly adopted into the vast social-control arsenal of the powers-that-be. As it has been with
most of the so-called “sciences”, most of the “professionals” involved never questioned who
was paying for their work or why. They mostly looked the other way or hid behind foolish
platitudes concerning the “purity of discovery”. It was the psychological arena that received
enormous attention by influential organizations seeking ways to access the privacy of the
human mind. Torture and drugs were devised. The DSM swelled in size as the psychological
“experts” devised more and more perverse ways to manipulate individuals and mass society.
This has been a world in which the distortion of spiritual consciousness and its human
projections gave rise to various intellectual and medical pursuits ostensibly to understand the
nature of consciousness. These various investigations and pursuits were directly used in subtle
and overt ways to strengthen the hold of the dark forces and trick humans into enforcing their
own imprisonment.

Language of Control
Language, recorded by writing or other means, has facilitated the spread of “civilization” and
all things in the human social-material realm. Whatever minor differences may have existed,
such as flat Earth versus round Earth, etc. human language has been an “elastic system of
control”. Those who have tried to adapt language to describe what may lie beyond the control
system, have had to find ways around the built-in limitations of human language to convey the
clues, hints, and vectors for people to find their way to access true reality of existence and
creation. Beyond that, language literally fails and inner knowing, direct gnosis, and various
telepathic clairvoyance modes are required.
The vast majority of ordinary people who rely on mass media and “common knowledge” are,
for the most part, incapable of penetrating the falsehoods that constitute the web and weft of
what is accepted as “human life on earth”. This applies to everything encompassed by
ordinary awareness from personal to global affairs.
There are those people who like to “think” they are “better informed”, who “think” they are
“more aware” of all these things, and so become self-infatuated that they know a little more
than others around them. They really do not know that they are only being clever at re-hashing
social control memes. Some actually earn their living at this within academia, government,
and consultancies. That they get paid to propagate ignorance and falsehoods serves to validate
their work as socially “meaningful”. Those who aspire to higher positions learn to mimic and
quote these people and thus part of the control loop is closed.
Recently I came upon an article by a so-called “opinion leader” who self-identified with the
“progressive” social-political tendencies. First I was struck by the re-framing of what
constituted “left” and “right” in the social meme spectrum. What the author described as “left”
would have been considered “right wing” only twenty years ago. These concepts have not
changed, rather it is a type of cognitive dissonance and “social dementia” that has emerged.
Due to the familiar language constructs and descriptors, people who are trying to express
some deeper truth behind official distortions find themselves relying on familiar (and preprogrammed) expressions. This is evident everywhere. It is difficult to discuss what is going on
the world without relying on simplistic falsehoods that are embedded into language. A simple
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and widespread example: People will argue whether such and such country did this or that,
such and such head of state did the following, the Americans did this and that, the French did
this, and so on and so forth. Today hardly anyone has the intellectual capacity to properly
define or frame the meaning of such “shorthand” terms, and thus by maintaining
contemporary connotations, they maintain the social programming memes of the powers-thatbe. Next time you use a term like “our government” or “our country”, pause for a breath and
reflect on the implications of such common expressions in shaping thought and meaning.
The term ”humanity” is in itself a control meme that has at
its kernel the centrality of ego-personality-self, projected as
a collective ego-self for races, nations, or globally. A simple
substitute for “humanity” would be the term “humans”.
But any commonly recognized reference of humans/
humanity/etc. nevertheless evokes the core control concept
of collective ego-personality-selves as central. By
manipulating enough humans to accept a large-scale
collective threat, the powers-that-be can rationalize
“popular support” for all manner of extreme actions. For
example, there is the ignorant acceptance that the largest
collective threats are from “global warming/carbon dioxide
emissions” and “global terrorism”. The current disease
pandemic threat is another example that is used to compel
people into receiving suspicious injections and in extreme
cases, to accept martial law. To escalate the global meme
control further, an “alien invasion” threat would be
manufactured. All of these evoke a false oneness under the
control of the dominant social forces, the powers-that-be.
Humans who directly know their higher spiritual self cannot
be manipulated in these ways.

The IOOW-2000 national research
found there is a group constituting
16% of the USA population that could
be termed “social inertial ballast” as
well as a much larger group that, as a
whole, functions in a similar manner
to hold everyone back in terms of
thoughts and actions.
Somewhere between 14% to 21% of
the population formed a social basis
for generalized positive socialspiritual change. Within that group
there is a much smaller subset of
people who could be focused on the
creation of a new way of being that
lies outside the control matrix. There
is an even smaller sub-group that
actually has the relative freedom to
act upon these high ideals.
So there would appear to be a rough
correspondence between social
science research and intuitive
scanning of humanity relative to
openness and willingness to
ascension.

There is very little truth remaining in the language when the
meme-control linguistics serve to instantly and
automatically limit and distort meaning. Since very few
people have the attention span and capacity to listen
carefully and few have the capacity to properly define their
true intentions, there is very little capacity remaining for genuine truth speaking or truth
seeking.

Due to the influence of psycho-social meme engineering, the adaptive controls of the matrix
fostered a process designed to stop any serious challenges to collective reality by flushing them
into an abyss of homogenized irrelevancy. This was done based upon a twisted variation on
cognitive dissonance: simply stated, “everyone has their own truth/reality and that all ideas are
equal and therefore differing perspectives are all true”. The result is that honest comparison of
differences become impossible and no evolution of thought and awareness can proceed.
Amongst those who are socially sanctioned as “specialists” or “professionals”, very little
honest exchange is possible as most everyone is interested in defending their own turf and
competing for funding. Society as a whole has been conditioned to defer to “external
authorities” or experts. There are now various levels of authorities who are paid to be “official
critics”. The more they are quoted, the more deeply thorough the social mind control process
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becomes. It is interesting that one notable false critic hides behind a façade of socialprogressivism and specializes in linguistics, a practice central to social thought control. The
conditioned deference to external authorities is readily mimicked in the “new age” tendencies,
with various lecture circuit frauds touting their college degrees and channelers playing oneupmanship between channeled sources trumping one another’s concocted authority. Those
who begin to try to penetrate the controls and the falsehoods, must sort out the grains of truth
that are concealed –an unrewarding and frustrating process at best.
Early on, in anticipation of a portion of the population wanting to look “outside of the box”,
engineered memes were developed by those in control of religion. Early versions included: “be
obedient and live a good life and you would be rewarded in the next”; and an alternate version
to frighten: “obey or be damned”. Since these can lose their effectiveness from one generation
to another, there is now the “shopping mall of the new age” where anything and everything
was available and possible and equally valued. Anything and everything, that is, except the
real truth.
While there are ineffective and meme-engineered “debates” and “campaigns” promoting “free
speech” and various “disclosures of secrets” on the Internet, the reality is that there is a
massive and nearly unmeasurable flood of “agents” (mostly paid) who are assigned topics to
monitor and comment on. One can search the Internet for information on a given topic and
retrieve ten different versions of the same event, all of which will be generally incorrect or
deliberately misleading. Very few humans have the capacity to sort through such a morass of
irrelevancies. So what is the point? Why was Kennedy shot? Is Bin Laden dead or not? There
have never been such things as “national interests”, these are only convenient flags for the
powers-that-be to operate under. Public announcements from officialdom are just that –
announcements to keep the public’s distracted. Why should anyone expend energy on the
banalities of the civilization unless they expect to gain for themselves? What difference does
any of this make?
More data does not lead to better information, more information does not lead to better
knowledge, more knowledge does not lead to true wisdom. More wisdom about human affairs
does not lead to spiritual awakening.

Spiritual Beliefs
Spirituality has been officially locked into an equivalency with religion, and religion is enforced
as the recognized expression of spirituality. Officially there is the notion of separation of
church and state. Consequently, there can be no true “civil spirituality” since that triggers the
dominant meme that the state (civil governance) cannot be involved with religion. Of course it
does not matter that popular beliefs as to whether religion and spirituality are the same or not
are roughly equally split. What matters is the dominance of the social control meme that
prefers spirituality to be well under the control of the religions. Recently such memeengineering was used at a forum devoted to discussion of linguistic-based future forecasting.
Discussion of higher dimensions (levels) of existence (spiritual) was equated to “religion” as
was the concept of “gnosis” and therefore discussion of anything substantial concerning
spiritual consciousness or higher dimensional existence was banned, even if it was obviously
germane to the material.
What the powers-that-be fear most of all are the big changes to existence and consciousness. It
is what they have no control over and hence do not want people to really know what is real
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and what is fanciful in these regards. This is one of the factors that leads to the immense
confusion and deliberate or inadvertent dis-information via the Internet concerning higher
dimensional energies and ascension. This is one way ascension has become so weirdly twisted
and misdirected so that practically no one has a clue and thus it is rendered as meaningless to
everyone who might be seeking its meaning.
The powers-that-be recognize that many people are outside of the control of religions and that
many do want to identify with the idea of spirituality. False oneness memes are at the center
of the global warming campaign and are now being linked to moral and spiritual memes to get
more people to go along with the political economic policies of a new global division of control
by the powers-that-be.
The small portion of humans who persist in penetrating the truth of social-material life and in
penetrating the nature of their own existence, are initially limited by language and its
functional meaning. One recent example has to do with overcoming spiritual “separation”.
Here I quote from a recent global meditation theme sent by someone who believe their self to
have only good intentions:
“… To most humans, this illusion (of separation and duality) is so overpowering that (it
is) nearly impossible … to understand … this sense of alienation is the direct result of
their own choice, made … at soul level, to disconnect themselves from … Oneness
Consciousness in their desire to go explore the vast expanses and infinite possibilities
offered by the then newly created universe. …”
“Their choice” … to “disconnect at soul level”… from Oneness… ? Why equate the human self
with the soul self? And why would it be necessary for the soul to deliberately disconnect from
“The Creator of All” in order to explore the infinite possibilities of creation? As far as a
meditation invocation, it should have been sufficient to state intent to reconnect to Source and
leave out placing the blame/responsibility on humanity or its higher selves. Yet the person
announcing this meditation focus decided otherwise. Or was otherwise influenced somehow.
Now contrast the preceding “adaptation” with what I had originally written to this person:
“… a prayer/meditation (ongoing) for true spiritual awakening and true spiritual
evolution in accord with The Creator of All and the desire to be truly guided by higher
self.”
The first meditation inserted dark control memes into the original version, i.e., equating the
human self with the soul self, stating that our souls/higher selves preferred a “fallen” existence,
and by implication that there are no “other” higher-level dark forces.
Nearly everyone who has “grown up” under the influence of the “new age” thought systems
has actually been learning various derivations of dark force influences. One does not have to
have been a follower of any dark teacher to be so influenced, since the memes are so
pervasive. Most of the “leading” new age philosophers and theoreticians were trained by the
Dark or their representatives, and sorting truth from falsehood is very difficult if not
impossible, for even those who are persistent.
For those who begin to realize the existence of the Dark forces, the Dark will eventually admit
to its existence and more. However, in so doing and through various ways and means, the
Dark places the burden back upon humanity for having originated the separation from
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“Source”, for having projected the Dark themselves, etc. This is very closely aligned with
social-spiritual controls such as “original sin”, karma, etc. and is evident in the simple example
above concerning a global meditation theme. There is another level, that being the Dark
claiming to represent the true Creator and that the Dark has been only playing a teaching role.
The term “humanity” itself is also an engineered meme within which is embedded the
falsehood of collective ego-personality-self. Ego-self is not the same as the 3d projection into
human form from a larger level of soul being (higher self). Ego-personality-self developed
various degrees of aberration, imagining it was in “possession” of "freewill" and that it was “in
control”. If allowed to continue, the powers-that-be would project the spiritual illness of
humanity upon other planets and stars. Many spiritual teachings sought to dissolve or dislodge
this situation, but most only stimulated conflict between higher self and the ego-personality
structures. This is a situation that was never intended to get so “out of hand” and become such
a pivotal control point of the Dark.
This is not about hairsplitting or intellectual semantics. This is about spiritual evolution and
ascension. It is also about a quiet battle playing out at many levels for control over humans on
earth as well as eleventh-hour efforts to de-rail the ascension process itself.

About Those Global Meditations
Every week there are at least a few announcements in our email from well-intentioned, but
naïve people calling for coordinated meditations, usually in reaction to whatever the latest
crisis may appear to be. Some of these are contradictory in their stated intentions.
Given the near term predictions warning of major new wars, economic catastrophe, food
shortages, planetary changes, etc. the question has been raised whether humans via mental
attention can influence these very likely events or processes.
Let’s look at some of the spectrum of current global meditations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

For peace= by implication against war. But to what end? To perpetuate more of the same of a
civilization based on falsehoods and run by an insane parasitic class?
Specifics such as “not to bomb/invade Iran”= by implication this supports various politicaleconomic interests that are themselves questionable. (Many naïve and ignorant people also
supported the recent attempts to undermine the recent elections in Iran.)
Or sign some peace treaty or political alliance = that by implication may actually facilitate future
wars.
Against economic depression/for economic prosperity=more consumerism and capitalism.
Against major storms = where will the energy go?
Against major earthquakes = how is the planetary energy to adjust?
Or nice sounding vague ones like imagining a “better world” = 6.5 billion people imagining
something based upon the limited awareness and knowledge emanating from a programmed egopersonality?
Then there are those coordinated meditations run by various researchers and organizations that
all sound warm and fuzzy with their talk about “consciousness” and “love” but the main support
comes mostly from the dark side of the control matrix. Their “research” results are monitored
through higher levels of filtering by those managing rather dark agendas, and who are interested
in attracting and testing various potential subjects for recruitment to something not so warm or
fuzzy –or for testing various novel meme-engineering methods via psychotronics, etc.
Then there are the benefit concerts, which “benefit” the record companies and celebrities and
dissipate a lot of time and energy of well-intentioned yet very naïve people.
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•

•

It is also safe to presume there are numerous demonic/satanic efforts that also coordinate timing,
although few attract publicity. Some of these masquerade as “new age”.
…And let’s not forget the major religions and their official holidays. These are also reinforcement
of their respective ideologies and policies, including those wishing death to all those they
consider “infidels” – as well as reinforcing “staying with their own”.

At some point, I am sure there will be one about meditating to stop earth’s pole shift, etc. If
this all sounds a little crazy, perhaps that is because it is.
How is it that human monkeying around from limited awareness is going to lead to anything,
except mutual cancellation or some form of see-saw psychic struggle that reflects social
material life and is yet another avenue for dissipating what nascent spiritual energy there is?
”The only thing that could make any sense would be a prayer/meditation (ongoing) for
true spiritual awakening and true spiritual evolution in accord with The Creator of All
and the desire to be truly guided by higher self.”
It is very interesting that, the day after I shared the above comments with someone who likes
to call for global “meditations-on-a-theme”, they broadcast a call for a coordinated meditation
based upon this very theme I had suggested (see the two italicized examples in the section
above). However, their call was worded differently and added the embedded distortions that
were described in the previous section “Language and Controls”. Psychic coincidence or not,
that this theme was so altered further confirms the difficult times people will have discerning
truth from falsehood –and confirms that various dark forces and memes exert influence.
This is not the first time I have picked up on a significant theme “in the ethers” or made some
movement in a certain direction and then found within one to a few days certain other
channelers or commentators were expressing something similar with similar terms. On the
one hand I find it a useful crosscheck that underscores events or energies, on the other hand I
often find noticeable distortions within those more widespread pronouncements that only
serve to misdirect under a veneer of “goodness”. This is not unlike the process used by earthly
officialdom –admit to one facet of something, but misdirect away from the genuine truth.

The New Age: What Happened?
In discussing the material in this section recently, I was asked: “What happened to the
expansive optimism of the early “new age” interests?” A concise answer is that was brilliantly
played and controlled by the dark side and the powers-that-be.
Its origins came from very forward-looking dark side interests (not necessarily human) who
were smart enough to know that the sooner or later people would want to “look way outside
the box” and so they prepared a foundation for future social control over a hundred years ago.
This process of creating or controlling anything that resembles “outside the box” has worked
well for those of a dominant position in the “matrix”. It affords steady control over society
through the illusion of “competing” religions, “competing” political ideologies, “competing”
political parties, “competing” nations, etc. The powers-that-be exercise control through
influence over key people and the masses. If anything slips from their grasp, they simply set
things up for the next opportunity. They are very patient and are accustomed to a long-term
perspective in their planning.
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From the level of awareness that predominated in the 1970’s, the choices in life were to join
the “establishment”, work toward social change or social revolution, drop out, or find God or
Jesus. In the early days the “new age” seemed to be expansive and full of possibilities
including channeling, angels, aliens/ET’s, subtle energy practices, psychoactive substances,
and more. Eventually there came to be more of a focus on spirituality and higher levels of
awareness. Of course there were those quiet, clear, and discerning seekers, but most were
simply “hungry” for something other than what post-World War 2/post-VietnamWar society
offered. As more and more people expressed interest, there was already something in place to
meet their interest, to keep feeding them in a controlled manner and to continually assess the
situation.
In general the strategies for control over human consciousness involved keeping people from
connecting to their true spiritual nature, stirring up false social political issues, and teaching
falsehoods overlaid with falsehoods. For a while, the main religions were sufficient to maintain
control, but there were those forward looking ones of the global elite who knew that soon
enough, the main religions (and eventually the political-ism’s) would fail in their ability to
control society. Something else would be needed, and so the “new age” tendencies were
developed and fostered by those who could see ahead to this day.
The approach has been simple, keep offering or allowing something that would seem to be
“out of the box” for those seeking something “outside of the box” yet still have it within the
ever-elastic control matrix. For those seeking something even more “far out”, make sure there
was something more “far out” that could satisfy enough people. Myriad forms of control were
facilitated, each with artificially created social constituencies to defend “their” favorite brands.
More than 100 years ago the theoretical and philosophical underpinnings to the “new age” had
already been established and has endured and served well to this day. Approximately 50 years
ago extensive research into ET and ancient technologies was well underway, as was research
into the paranormal, the control over subtle energies, and much more. Initial these projects
were funded under military or “black operations” budgets, and the work distributed or
compartmentalized through many different organizations including commercial, military,
governmental, academia, consultancies, non-profits, private specialists, etc. Much early
groundwork was laid during and following WW2 in mind control, brainwashing, and social
control and conditioning methods –in direct relationship to the emergence of various
psychological practices. The powers-that-be found all of this to be a natural adjunct to their
existing practice of editing official history.
The discovery and cultivation of channeling along with the development of psychotronics, led
to the development of new forms of mind control and social influence. There were always
various higher level entities, posing as “ascended masters”, “lord” this and that, or
“commanders” of “ET” space ships, to fill their human channelers with all manner of
misdirection and lies. Some of which would eventually sell books and seminars to perpetuate
and socially validate the process. It is interesting that, for many decades, governments have
invested in psychic/paranormal research for military and social control purposes.
Most of the new age popular gurus and other celebrities were trained or got their start from
mind control programs initially developed by various black ops, research programs, and higher
level dark entities. Those seekers who found the exotica of India more appealing became easy
prey to countless dark yogis. A rare few met spiritual teachers there who were connected to
the Light.
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The point of this is that most people are unaware that most of what has constituted the “new
age” from its early days to the present, were cleverly played set-ups to attract and then control
enormous numbers of people through organizations and social memes. With so many false
trails to follow, most spiritual seekers became unable to discern truth from falsehood. There
was even a meme for this that misinformed that everyone’s “truth” was equally valid and true
and that everyone created their own reality. Eventually a general lack of discernment and
gullibility has become the default mode.
For those humans who came too close to finding the greater truths, they would be presented
with higher level control paradigms. One of the more notorious has been that humans are
actually the creators of their reality and are thus responsible for all their problems. This served
to misdirect nearly everyone away from seeing the real source of the darkness and to stay
focused on their own plane of existence. For those who persisted, the dark forces would
eventually admit that they did exist but that it was their form of “service” to God and so again
misdirected the problem as blame upon the hands of humans.
Those who did find spiritual Truth and connection to Source shared it quietly enough with
others and formed quiet networks of people to maintain connection and flow into the 3d level.
(Note: see August 2009 “Intervention from Our Own Higher Being” for additional comments on
this – Link: http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Intervention_GA_News_Aug09.pdf.)
The new age/new thought/integralists/global warming crowd are following a decades-old
playbook that anticipated the needs of the controllers of the “matrix world order” and
described the global fear issues that could be used to get humans to fall into line and
participate in their own imprisonment under the rule of the-powers-that-be.
Why have so many of the self-appointed new age/new thought “spiritual leaders” supported
variations on the official line on the September 11, 2001 events? Why do they continue to
support Obama? Why do so many rely on channeled information from sources they never
question? Why do so many refuse to cooperate with one another for the greater good of
humanity’s spiritual evolution? What is it they seek to control? What is it they are hiding?
These people have garnered billions of dollars over the years. Yet why do these groups
continue soliciting donations and memberships? Why has nothing more tangible and farreaching occurred amongst these? And why do so many people still keep coming back to
them, giving away their money and time to be fed such impoverished and toxic “teachings”?
Why? More significantly, what has been the net effect of their perfidy? Lastly, one has to ask
why it is that so many of the new age/new thought leaders have been supporters of
Clinton/Obama, of organized religion, of the “global warming” campaign, and now many are
lining up with the UFO/ET and “open space to exploration and colonization” interests?
Many have asked if we see anything of truth or integrity in the new age, new thought,
religious, eco-social-political movements and tendencies. At first it would appear that many
people were stimulated by this milieu to explore alternatives to the traditional social order of
human life. Of course this was a guiding purpose behind this phenomena: partly to sociallycondition a portion of society to be more pliable during an anticipated time of changeover –
and partly to identify and attract those least likely to be controlled outright by the ordinary
social conventions. It is this latter aspect that is a very potent control mechanism. The new
age/new thought tendencies are like a candy store of diverse flavors –nutritionally deficient
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sugar, and containing questionable, if not toxic, ingredients. The hundreds of billions of dollars
(yes!) that represent the economy of this agglomeration never found its way into any practical
or tangible social spiritual change. Instead this wealth is used to sustain and perpetuate the
lifestyles of leaders and their organizations. Their content and core values are fundamentally
toxic, yet wrapped in a sweet and attractive coating. And there is always their favorite
television host to tell you how good it is for you. So the truth we find is that of honest seekers
caught in deceit and distortions of a large-scale meme-engineering project that has been
cultivated for over 100 years.
It is “curious” that the “new age”/”new thought” groups mostly support and promote the major
religions and the global associations of the major religions, as they have for over a century.
Ninety-five percent of the world’s “great” religions have spent centuries perfecting ways to
control people’s access to God and Source and in twisting the social memes and society as a
whole in the process. Their doctrines are the product of centuries of human editing of the
editing of other humans, until very little remains of that has to do with anything that may have
originally conveyed genuine spiritual knowledge. Then of course there is the list of modern
religious organizations that differ very little from one another. So what is the truth of all these
global organizations that promote religion? All the leaders of the major religions need to
publicly acknowledge and repudiate the terrible deeds their respective religions have done and
the specific doctrines that have justified such actions. Until this is done, they only perpetuate
ignorance and suffering of humanity, no matter how pious or “socially-correct” their rhetoric
appears.
Today nearly all the new age/new thought groups and their leaders are hopelessly caught up in
myriad ways of perpetuating the existing paradigm while claiming to support a new paradigm.
Most of these leaders each crossed many fine lines in their careers until they can no longer
discern truth from falsehood, the light from the dark. The milieu of groups and supermarket of
notional “brands” has mainly served to attract and capture and limit the energy of millions
upon millions of honest seekers who initially were only of good intentions.

Truth Seeking or …?
I recently received an email from a group whose stated purpose was seeking “truth” about “life
and death” and they wanted it to be “provable” and based upon rationalistic “reason”. They
promote various websites whose messages are clearly aligned with the dark force paradigm,
perpetuate separation of humanity from True Self and The Creator of All/God/etc., and
emphasize the primacy of the individual self.
That same evening I saw a broadcast television program that was
essentially a promotional piece for a new book and movie by a
popular author whose specialty is to supply adventure-mystery
stories to feed public intrigue about secrets behind secret cabals.
What his material really does is disclose partially true and
inconsequential information to a naïve public while helping to
conceal the deeper and darker truths of those he purports to
expose. I also was sent something recently promoting “an integral
world”. It was an eclectic panoply of new age and new world order
memes lacking in spiritual truth and promoting the primacy of the
individual above all else.

A Deception of the
“Information Age”
“More data does not lead to
better information. More
information does not lead to
better or greater knowledge.
More knowledge does not lead
to real truth or greater wisdom.
Wisdom of the human world
does not lead to spiritual
awakening.”
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I mention these examples because what is most missing from the above is connection to
higher spiritual existence and The Creator of All/God/etc. A series of popular books on secret
societies that have been made into movies are essentially public relations on behalf of these
dark secret societies that emphasize the freedom of the individual, etc. –one deliberately
devoid of connection to Creator/God/etc. In the context of separation, there is the notion of
humans becoming gods, but devoid of true spiritual Light. In short, a false ascension.
The embodied forces of darkness are considering donning the mask of an eclectic “new age”
“integralism” that makes the individual self primary and then extends this to the collective of
humanity to promote a false oneness. A corollary to this would be that the needs of the one
(individual) are subordinate to the needs of the many, given the greater unifier of the
“integral”. Those most involved include a curious mix of mind-wash cult leaders and high level
new world globalists who have already done much to rearrange the world post WW2. Effecting
this shift would likely be part of a transition from the worn and tired two-party nonsense
pretending at “democracy” in the USA. The background work is already in place. Theoretical
and historical work of a century ago, the social meme engineering since the end of WW2, the
popularity of “new age” notions, the development of a wide range of plans to foster false
oneness. The social base for this is enormous and of course mostly unaware.
The “positive” face of “false oneness” (purported greater commonality) will be meshed with
the “negative” face of “false oneness” (engineered global threats) to create an environment of
common problems and enemies. These fear-based “we are all in this together” memes include
population explosion, pollution, global hunger, global warming, alien invasions from space,
disease pandemics, false flag attacks, and a permanent “war on terrorism”. These are all
arenas that the powers-that-be control and steer to their advantage. There are already a
number of coordinated organizations that are positioned to connect new world order plans
with global warming campaigns, economic crises, religions, and disease pandemics.
So many who care so deeply are so overwhelmed by the growing suffering and tribulations of
humanity. Partly this comes from a deep sense of caring that is based upon a deep sense of
interconnection. However, political, religious, and non-religious leaders play upon these
genuine feelings to promote “compassion”, crafted to tie everyone to everyone else’s fate and
thus chain everyone down together.
In “new age” circles, “the integral” has become a new rallying flag for a spiritually devoid set
of concepts designed to rationalize false oneness. The “integral” is now the basis for various
curricula that attracts various intellectual types. While its modern origins are found in the work
of Auribindo, it has since been co-opted by those who most identify with this set of memes for
politics, economic, social causes, and basic ideological development. The spiritual link to
Auribindo was severed, an obscure philosopher substituted, and now various “new age”
intellectuals adopted this as their own “brand” that bridges various social tendencies”. Earlier
books such as “Fahrenheit 451”, “Brave New World”, “1984” and the recent movie,
“Equilibrium” evoke much of what “the integral” represents as it is being prepared for public
consumption. Any type of new world government will need a set of meme values that
efficiently embraces established religions and political “-ism’s”.
(Note: When we published the book “A New America, An Awakened Future On Our Horizon” the
term “integral” was used with the hope of re-directing this meme at least to a spiritual reference.
Unfortunately, the dark side had already seized a dominant position relative to this meme. This will
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be corrected in a new edition, along with the deletion of all quotations from contemporaries and reframing of the original intention to the world “integral”.)
This is brought up here as a warning, given the inherent dangers of the false oneness/common
ground memes in misdirecting people into maintaining deeper falsehoods.
The global powers-that-be are not concerned with wealth or other material riches, they are
focused on expanding their control and influence and maintaining the Dark and they have had
the “home turf advantage” with a far reaching, long-term perspective.
From my comments to the “truth group" email: Desire for the real “Truth” is good. We all can
and will "really know Truth", even beyond what globally acknowledged sages spoke of. Their
words at the time were vectors for a higher level transmission to those around them who could
pay attention in that way. Over time, those word-vectors became garbled through many
interpretations and translations by humans projecting themselves over this work. High
intention and high listening is one way around this difficulty.
Without spiritual wisdom, the human rational mind cannot properly discern truth from
falsehood.
It involves experiencing "Truth and Beauty" from the perspective of one’s higher self, which in
turn helps to heal the personality or ego self. From this, the personality or ego-self can relax its
grip on an illusory reality and find proper connection with True Self. This is part of the
ascension and transformation process.
Truth is proven to each through a inner spiritual realization that, despite outward appearances,
nearly everyone can experience. First they need to turn their intention and attention to their
own higher soul being and to The Creator of All/ God/ etc. Until that happens, Truth will remain
elusive and poor substitutes will be proffered in its place.
There is no need for any external authorities or external proofs once this inner realization
begins. External authorities, even those rare few who speak truths, are external distractions to
this process.
Humans have achieved very little by way of "verified" absolute truths. Ninety-nine percent of
what passes as the “accomplishments” of this civilization is based upon the application of a
few basic principles and the systematic enslavement of whole peoples and planet by forces
mostly unknown to most. Consider now that there are other ways to "make things" than by
the violence of human technology. People think that the "science" and practice of stone or
metal work is advanced today, but it is very crude and violent in comparison with a spiritual
consciousness that can speak to the energy and consciousness that constitutes “matter”. (This
is discussed in more depth in the following article.)
Take any major event of global significance. Consider the events surrounding September 11th
of 2001. There are those who believe the official stories and there are those who do not. Of
those who do not, there are many differences. Humans will likely never know the details of
this "inside job". To further obfuscate discovery of true history, there are psy-ops posing as
“9-11 truth” websites that disseminate misleading or disinformation. Yet, even if the truth of
those events were widely known and in detail, where is spiritual Truth in all this?
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Clearly, there are humans of such dark motivations to do all these things and more. Consider
so many people readily believe the lies they are told about these events. Consider that how
many adults in the USA and other countries support the current state of war. What is the
greater significance about the ignorance and somnambulance of so many people today?
An accurate historical record shows the nature of global wars over little more than 100 years
and how the powers-that-be manipulated all sides to bring about a coordinated destruction and
rearrangement of the economic, social, and political life of humans. This directly involved the
deliberate killing of hundreds of millions of people. In so doing, they effectively increased their
control over humanity in all ways possible.
Even if all this was widely known and in sufficient detail, one must ask where is the spiritual
Truth in all this?
Fortunately, this is now all coming to an end.
Human society is based upon generations of people accepting and living with complex false
assumptions and manipulations designed to maintain their imprisonment within a multidimensional system dominated by dark forces on earth and in the higher dimensions.
When one can see that our true nature is a projection of our own higher being, then one can
begin to see beyond appearances.
Once so informed, the possibilities of an entirely different existence become apparent. So if
one really wants to know Truth, then it inevitably becomes a path to ascension, nothing less.

False Hopes of Insane Civilization
We would be remiss in not touching on recent “hopefulness” for the maintenance of the “as
below” realm that is being spread by various “new age” sources and “2012 prophets” as well
as by mainstream media and officialdom. This has to do with colorful and specious claims of
coalitions of countries uniting against the global controllers. Some include notions of Russia or
China leading the way to a new age of enlightened living. (It is more likely that those factions
using the flag of Russia and or China would more likely engage in military actions against the
USA and vice versa.) Some broadly claim that a post-2012 a golden age will start on this earth
and yet they offer no explanation as to how such a transition is to be possible. Overall, the
term “consciousness shift” is like the banality “making a difference”. It means nothing. Worse
though is that when it is promoted by a spectrum of new age/new thought representatives, all
it does is encourage people to “happily" “remain in the dark”, under the control system. The
humans conveying such a message are either naïve and ignorant about how the human world
is set up –or they do know the difference and so are doing everyone a terrible disservice.
Suppose there would be a massive consciousness shift, there would be those who would not
“take to it” and oppose those who did. In addition there is the ubiquitous problem of a
damaged and highly dangerous “heritage” from the old order from toxic urban and rural lands
and structures, military facilities, unhealthy water supplies, and an endless list of a poisoned
planet that is better addressed through catastrophic natural processes. So, where and how is
there to be a “golden age” on this earth, populated by what remains of this version of
humanity?
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Considering that the USA is the “death star” (reference “Star Wars” movie) base of operations
of the prevailing global powers-that-be, this situation can only end badly for all humans: either
TPTB will prevail and effectively dominate all humanity and thus never have to be concerned
with trivial matters such as national debts, or other nationally-based factions of TPTB will
“terminate” the USA status through a combination of military and economic moves. Presently,
the USA-based military budget dwarfs that of all the other countries in the world. The vast
majority (over 80%) of USA-based hard-assets in manufacture, etc. are military. The USA
national debt is over 12 trillion dollars (approximately $80,000 per USA household) and will at
least double within 10 years. There is no possible way any of this will or can ever be “re-paid”
via any ordinary form of balancing of accounts, except one: military destruction and conquest
that leads to some version of World War 3.
Massive earth changes certainly could preclude such plans and quickly reduce the level of
complexity for human society to the basics.
It is also important to remind ourselves that none of the global elite have any national
allegiances, other personal nostalgia for favorite locales. However, “they” still require the
allegiance of highly-influential social strata among whom there are many who still believe in
the “fairy tales” of their “native” countries. Some of these individuals may “break with the
pack” and appear to be progressives or “voices of reason”. Unless such people repudiate their
former roles and break with the fundamental dynamics of the control system, they are
incapable of leading any meaningful change. Yet many people will embrace the leadership of
people out of ignorance and desperation.
If, and that is a big if, the dominant global elites have a full
decade or so left in which to control large populations and
territories, they will develop a new version of the selfimprisonment, self-enthrallment social control program that
has worked to their benefit for so long. There are so many
plans that are being positioned that I will not list them here.
Suffice to say that cultivating a false “oneness” is high on their
list. Already there is an enormous social basis for a new type of
“happy face” social-fascism that connects traditionally
conservative or reactionary elements with what would pass as
social progressive elements. New age peace-proponents are
now gun ownership constitutional rights proponents.
Vituperous anti-communists of the cold war era are now joined
by anti-illuminati spiritual or social-progressive types and UFO
disclosure advocates.

…Those who are bewildered by
what is and will be occurring may
eventually catch glimpses of the
truth behind the illusions of the
human social reality.
Those who continue to support the
old reality through conflict against
it –through the giving of their
“moral” support –or through
misplaced hopefulness –will find it
all coming to a dramatic end and
themselves too connected to a dying
reality.
There are those who are already
moving into a new level of
awareness and an increase in their
overall “light quotient”.

All are being manipulated by forces they know little of. Hapless
and righteous participants use epithets such as “fascism”,
-from “Collapse and Dissolution”,
“socialism”, “communism”, “marxism”, “democracy”, etc. with
preface to “The Fall of the Nations”
no knowledge of the meaning of these terms and no
understanding of how these “ism’s” have been tools by the
powers-that-be to control masses of people under them. Non-religious people who know full
well of the social control role of the religions continue to promote religions as social solutions.
“Global warming” is now the accepted doctrine of global threat, regardless of the details. This
control meme insinuates and directs that “we are all in this together”, so anything humans can
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do to help the environment helps everyone. Thus many will buy in to the lies and so continue
to support one “brand” of the same control system over another. Left is right, right is left, few
have any clue anymore and all these epithets are as meaningless as slogans on consumer
products packaging.
We see widespread cognitive dissonance, ignorance, and intellectual dysfunction across all age
generations. This simply increases the social control opportunities for the dominant elite in the
short term. At the same time, they know their own system must be overhauled, populations
thinned drastically, and the entire global power structures re-made into something more
streamlined and responsive to their touch.
Given the foregoing, some may wonder what is point is in doing anything such as working on
new community? If there is to be continuity of humanity, then there will need to be new types
of communities based upon new principles and located in places that are relatively remote
from urban centers, away from coast lines, and away from known geophysical dangers.
These would be relative islands of refuge and self-sufficiency
where spiritual growth can be attended to. Examples of these
new principles would be trust, caring, service in a larger
spiritual context. Guru-type leaders, doctrines (religious or
otherwise), and the like have no place.
If one is overly focused on the endless insanity of the human
world, then one will always be enthralled by illusion and
suffering. Once one learns to turn away from these addictions,
it becomes possible to consciously re-join with ones higher self
and God/Source. Those who turn their intentions toward their
spiritual nature and destiny will find new life and new earth.

New Creation and Awakened
Community
What is truly most important?
What if your old life will be over
and you have a short while to
make the most of your existence
and to intend a new future for
yourself? How will you choose to
live?

Concluding Remarks
It was perhaps a millennia ago that the major indigenous nations of Eastern North America
were at constant war with one another and a spiritual being known to them as the Great
Peacemaker taught them how to live with one another and the earth. How could this be
possible today? Humans have become corrupted and confused and no longer know about
simple matters like the earth or sky or about their true Source.
While more and more people are beginning to see the corrupt and fallen nature of their
existence, it is my assessment that this is “too little too late”. There are no organizations or
social-political avenues and too few leaders who are capable, truthful, and trustworthy of
leading genuine evolutionary change.
Out of simple momentum of biology and social programming, humans can and will attempt to
“keep on keeping on”. With enough breakdown of the old system, enough earth changes, and
the necessity to cooperate locally, humans could, in a few generations learn new modes of
existence. But this implies some fairly severe “breakdowns”, including the break up of the
large national governments, the end of the complex social control mechanisms, the cessation
of the collection of bank debts, etc. as well as major planetary changes. The problems of social,
political, and economic conflicts will not go away easily, while force of habit and extant social
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programming of the dark will be persistent. Also, problems of civil disorder will compel many
to continue to support the existing government structures.
Perhaps, from those who do persevere in surviving and thriving in a peaceful and cooperative
way, a new generation could emerge that retains their spiritual consciousness and abilities
while those who embody the old die out. Perhaps enough of the young ones will be able to
sufficiently impress upon the adults not to suppress and repress their abilities. Thus could form
the continuity for a new humanity upon earth.
These are all very large “maybes” relative to this 3d Earth and the present “version” of human.
In looking beyond the limited frame of reference at the level of our ego-personality, the global
powers-that-be do not have control over alterations in the physical reality of the planetary
system , nor can they influence the influx of the high spiritual energies and the actions from
higher levels of being.
Will there be a massive “global awakening” in the coming few years? I would say not on this earth
of 3d in the coming few years. As I have stated elsewhere in this concluding issue, a small
range of percentage will most likely have this as a genuine conscious experience. The odds
favor this: numerically and energetically it will be an immense transformational change. It is one
of the benefits of there being 6.5 billion embodiments on this planet.
I wish to acknowledge that from the limited perspective at human 3d level, this may not look
so encouraging. I cannot say how things will turn out for this version of humans. No one can.
There are those young ones who have new energetics in their cells and subtle bodies. If there
is to be a more evolved humanity from this present version, they will be the biological
foundation for it, not those who are adults now. With the removal of the active interference of
the higher and lower dark forces, it is possible that this “human experiment on earth” may
have a few decades to “get it right”. There are those souls who have this as a question and a
request.
No one knows how this will play out until right after 2013.
To return to the main question of a global awakening, there is too much “transformational
language” that has been cynically adopted by individuals and organizations that are being selfcentered, willing vehicles for falsehoods and meme engineering while evoking “oneness”,
“integral”, “love”, “awakening” and “transformation”. These all bear the imprint of the social
controllers. A close examination of most (not all) of these that are the most visible will disclose
that these entities support the global warming agenda of the powers-that-be, reinforce the
hypocrisy and social control status of the major religions and the United Nations, and continue
to misinform humans that the troubles of the world is of their own doing.
Yes, there will be those people who will be finding ways to cooperate, mostly out of dire
necessity. From this milieu there will be some who connect to higher self and evolve
spiritually, the majority will continue along as best as they can, pleased that at least they are
getting to know their neighbors and that they will have more opportunities to consider the
nature of their world and their lives.
Even when the global powers-that-be and their top minion classes cease to be in control (and it
will take a few years), there still remain their underlings and the addictions of so many people
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to what has become a pointless existence in a world based upon falsehoods. There will be a
period of time from now into the few years ahead in which violent social upheavals and
conflict will dominate global humanity. There are at present, billions of people who aspire to
get rich, to get material “well-being”, to get a meaningless job, to “get ahead”, or to get
revenge against anyone who they see as a contributor to the dysfunction of their lives. This
embraces intergenerational warfare, the pathologies of ignorant religious zealotry, and the
fundamental premise of the right to privately appropriate a surplus from the efforts of others.
It was less than 240 years ago that the element oxygen was “discovered” and the “Wealth of
Nations” written. It was then that the USA was established, based upon self-centeredness and
genocidal warfare. It was barely 130 years ago that USA military was still at war against the
indigenous people within the USA. Less than 70 years ago, the USA government dropped
atomic weapons on Japanese cities killing hundreds of thousands. It was only 35 years ago that
the Vietnam War officially ended after 15 years of warfare and the death of several million
people. Millions more have died in more recent wars and hundreds of millions over the course
of merely a century. Slavery for all ages and gender still is widespread throughout the world.
The people involved in the depravities all became caught up in their own self-importance to
“the mission”. One may wonder about the “hidden hand” –human and otherwise –that guide
the insane degeneration of human existence on earth.
Despite all this, it is wonderfully amazing that so many people still have the capacity to care
about one another and nature. But this is not sufficient basis to maintain this version of human
civilization.
Most humans alive today are of a medieval-era consciousness that has been sociallyprogrammed to embrace ignorance and rely on external authority. Those few who seek to
comprehend the “matrix world order” are nearly unable to discern truth from falsehood,
reality from illusion. While all this may sound discouraging, my intention has been to frame
the overall situation of humanity and highlight the severe difficulties involved in extricating
humans from their present situation and in the removal of the human and higher level dark
forces.
New spiritual energies now lap at the shores of human awareness on earth and will be
involved in transforming everything in preparation of re-making this earth and humanity to be
in harmony and connection with the Source of All.
This will be known only as it occurs.
~~~
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If you could go far away from the Earth and look around the entire sky -- what would you see?
All-Sky Milky Way Panorama 2.0 project of Axel Mellinger. - Credit & Copyright: Axel Mellinger (Central Mich. U)
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